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echnology plays a vital role in
the efficient operation of the
insurance market. This award
recognises the company making the most innovative use of technology
in designing, developing and delivering
an industry-leading solution that has a
significant business value.
The award may be for a system developed in-house or purchased, a business
process outsourcing solution or a combination of these elements.
The winner of the Technology Initiative of the Year Award will have demonstrated innovation and a measurable
improvement and strengthening of the
overall operation of the organisation.
The initiative will have definite commercial results directly attributable to
the initiative, such as cost savings,
improved product speed to market,
improved services levels, increased revenue and profit.It should also have had a
positive impact on the organisation’s

Roll of honour
2013 – Xchanging X-Presso app
2012 – Xchanging ECF2 initiative
2011 – The BMS Group iPad initiative
2010 – The Exchange

Criteria for the award

industry standing in relation to technological innovation and leadership.
Now in its 13th year, the Insurance Day
London Market Awards is firmly established as a vital fixture in the insurance
industry’s calendar. And this year’s will
be the biggest yet with a record 15 trophies up for grabs.
This year’s awards will be held at the
prestigious Lancaster hotel in London on
Thursday, December 4.
Insurance Day welcomes entries from
companies or individuals operating in
the London market. Where appropriate,
entries in more than one category are
encouraged. Individual companies can
enter themselves.
Nominations may also come from
other companies or individuals who feel
a particular company or person should
be considered.
The response to our call for entries for
the awards has been growing each year
and we anticipate strong competition
again for 2014.
The deadline for entries is August 29 –
and entering online could not be easier
(see below). Further information on the
awards and categories can be found at
www.insurancedayawards.com.

Easy to enter

Innovation − Describe this initiative, both in terms of the solution as well as its use
within the business;
Process − Describe how this initiative redefined the business process, improved
the process and strengthened the overall operations of the organisation;
Business value − Describe the specific results, return on investment and business
value of the initiative including cost savings, speed to the market, improved services
levels, increased revenue and profit that are directly attributed to this initiative; and
Industry impact − Describe how this initiative has affected the organisation’s
industry standing relative to technology, innovation and leadership.

Entering could not be easier. Using the
criteria for the award, nominees should
explain in 750 words or fewer why the
company should win.
The qualifying period for all categories is from January 2013 until
August 2014.
Entries should be submitted online at
www.insurancedayawards.com

Reinsurers not slashing prices to
maintain market share – S&P
Global reinsurers are not slashing prices
below economic levels to maintain market share despite fierce competition,
according to rating agency Standard &
Poor’s, writes Michael Faulkner.
While competition in the sector is
heating up, with an influx of new
capacity fuelling softening rates, global
reinsurers are seeking other ways to
mitigate the effect on their businesses,
the rating agency said in a report published today.
Reinsurers were seeking more profitable markets, or tweaking their investment strategies toward riskier assets to
increase investment returns. Some of the

stronger, more diversified reinsurers
were also slightly reducing their exposure to property catastrophe business
where prices have fallen materially.
Smaller firms were also teaming up
and forming consortia to gain scale.
“In general, we have not yet seen
material signs they have succumbed to
the temptation to use inadequate
pricing to retain market share,” the S&P
analysts said.
The rating agency warned tough competition
and
weakened
pricing
increased the potential for earnings volatility and reinsurers’ ability to maintain
financial strength.

The trend for large cedants to optimise
their reinsurance spending by purchasing reinsurance at a group level, rather
than at the operating unit level, appeared
to be accelerating, S&P said.
“This approach streamlines reinsurance programs and reduces an insurer’s
need to use a large number of reinsurers
for protection. As a result, smaller and
less diversified reinsurers, especially
catastrophe-concentrated players, will
feel pressure on their market positions,”
the analysts said. “We could reflect these
weaker competitive positions, greater
industry risk and potentially lower earnings in our ratings.”
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NEWS
China among markets of
concern for trade
credit insurers
“Developing new
customer segments is
one of the key priorities
under my presidency. One
of the issues is how we
can better penetrate
SMEs. Almost all our
members are struggling to
penetrate the SME market”
Andreas Tesch
Icisa

Scott Vincent
Editor, news services

C

hina is one of the most
challenging markets for
credit insurers as banks
tighten finance, while
Latin America is also being closely
watched, the new president of the
International Credit Insurance and
Surety Association (Icisa) has
warned.
Speaking to Insurance Day,
Andreas Tesch, a member of the
management board of credit
insurer Atradius, said his objectives during his term as presidency
centred on finding new opportunities for credit and surety markets to
grow, with developing insurance
markets at the forefront of this
objective. However, he acknow-

ledged a number of these markets
still presented challenges.
“There are some markets of
concern. There have been no
catastrophes as yet in any geographic market but there are
some fairly risky areas. There are
some problems from a political
risk perspective and some are
driven by sanctions imposed by
various national governments.
Due to the political situation,
there will be some markets where
our members will be off cover
right now,” he said.
Markets of concern include Russia and the former Commonwealth
of Independent States. “As insurers, sanctions are important for us
to respect. Sanctions will have an
impact on the stability of some
countries in that area,” Tesch said.
“We’ve also seen some challenges in China recently. Owing to
the tightening of finance by some

banks, Chinese companies are
struggling for liquidity.
“We are closely following the
situation in Latin America, for
countries such as Argentina and
also Brazil. We do see some deterioration in the Brazilian market we
are following closely,” he said.
He said one of the key challenges
during his presidency will be finding opportunities for credit and
surety insurers to grow. “While
every individual organisation is
looking for opportunities, the association can also play a role. There
are initiatives in place with local
platforms to provide credit insurance,” he said.
“We are an international organisation and our recent applications
and membership additions have
come from the Americas, Asia and
to some extent the reinsurance
market. There is still growth in Asia
and the Middle East and there will

Xchanging puts 42 more
roles at risk of redundancy
Xchanginghasstartedaconsultation
process with 42 employees whose
roles are at risk as part of the final
stage of the gradual termination of
its partial monopoly on delegated
claims processing in the Lloyd’s market,writesSophieRoberts.
The company said the consultation process for the 42 employees
will conclude in October.
Xchanging has already made a
number of roles redundant this
year, including roughly one-third
of the energy and marine team.

24%

Drop in
Xchanging’s
revenues during
first half of 2014

The latest roles under threat are
in the aviation, professional and
finance teams, as well as the binders and reinsurance teams.
Xchanging reported a 24% fall in
revenues during the first half of the
year, while profit fell 7% to £26.4m
($44m) for the six-month period.
This year has seen Xchanging
announce two notable acquisitions
– Total Objects and Agencyport
Europe – which are expected to
provide a marginal contribution to
profitability in the second half.

be a need to find new customer segments,” Tesch said.
“Developing new customer segments is one of the key priorities
under my presidency. One of the
issues is how we can better penetrate SMEs [small and mediumsized enterprises]. Almost all our
members are struggling to penetrate the SME market.”
From a regulatory perspective,
Tesch said the key concern among
members remains Solvency II,
adding Icisa is playing a prominent
role in lobbying on this issue.
“We also see other regulators – in
Australia and South Africa, for
example – copying the concepts of
Solvency II.
“While there is a certain degree
of knowledge on life and property
insurance among regulatory bodies, credit insurance is a niche. So
we like to identify the right contacts
on a European level, educating

them about our product. At the
same time, we are facing the
challenge of not having a truly
European operation to regulatory
activities in the region. While
Eiopa develops the concepts,
implementation is down to differing regulators on a country-bycountry basis.”
Among Icisa members in 2013,
Tesch said the loss ratio has deteriorated slightly but is still good.
“Most carriers are still delivering
profits,” he said.
During 2013, insured exposure
among Icisa’s trade credit members was up 2.7% to €1.97trn
($3.28trn), while premium for the
risk was down 4% to €5.89bn.
Claims were down 2.5% to €2.88bn.
For surety members, insured
exposure was down 2.4% to
€262bn, with premiums up 10.7%
to €2.33trn. Surety claims were up
27% to €1.18bn.

McMellin to head Catlin’s
London hub as Sinfield departs
Nick Sinfield, chief executive of
Catlin’s London business, is leaving
the group, writes Alexis Burris.
He will be succeeded by Andrew
McMellin, chief executive of
group’s US underwriting hub at
present, during the first half of
2015, Catlin Group said.
Catlin’s chief operating officer,
Paul Jardine, will act as interim chief
executive of the London hub until
McMellin takes up theposition.
Catlin chief executive, Stephen
Catlin, said: “[McMellin], who is a
key member of the group’s management team, has done a superb
job of managing the profitable

growth of our US-based operations
over the past two years and will
continue in this role for several
months to assure a smooth transition. He will then be responsible
for all activities carried out by our
London-based operations, which
produced more than $2.4bn in
gross premiums written in 2013.”
McMellin will remain a member
of the Catlin Group executive committee. He joined Catlin as a class
underwriter in London for nonmarine liability in 1999 and has
served as the New York-based chief
executive of the company’s US hub
since September 2012.
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INSIGHT
Table: Top 20 wreck cases for combined cost of salvage, Scopic and wreck removal, 2002 to 2012
Year

P&I club

Vessel

ROW/Scopic($)

2002

Gard

Tricolor

54,742,493

2003

West of England

CP Valour

44,553,142

2004

UK

Hyundai No 105

57,664,127

2004

Swedish

Selendang Ayu

148,118,187

2005

Japan

Twin Star

33,751,367

2006

West of England

Ocean Victory

52,155,913

2006

Swedish

Rokia Delmas

73,284,457

2006

Japan

Giant Step

38,887,613

2006

American

California

44,066,473

2006

London

MSC Napoli

135,301,307

2007

Swedish

New Flame

177,372,321

2007

West of England

Sea Diamond

57,983,161

2007

Japan

Eastern Bright

58,513,442

2008

America

Fedra

66,162,281

2010

UK

Jolly Amaranto

43,517,545

2010

Standard

MSC Chitra

102,474,886

2011

Swedish

B Oceania

55,080,527

2011

Swedish

MV Rena

243,972,652

2011

Standard

Costa Concordia

561,636,615

2012

Gard

Bareli

54,327,008

Total ROW/Scopic

Costa Concordia tips balance
in wreck-removal debate

T

he Costa Concordia disaster, which involved a hull
loss of roughly $500m
and a liability loss of at
least $1.5bn, has proved to be the
largest single marine loss in history. As ships are getting larger all
the time, salvage operations are
becoming ever-more complex and
expensive. In the recent past, interventions by the government and
other authorities have developed
into the main cost drivers of wreckremoval expenditure. This poses
an increasing challenge to insurers
and their reinsurers.
A large loss scenario like Costa
Concordia did not really come as a
surprise to those who understand
the risks of marine insurance.
What was unexpected, however,
was the exploding protection and
indemnity (P&I) liabilities.
Before Costa Concordia, nobody

A tieback chain prevents
the wreck from sliding
as forces are applied

Fifteen refloating
caissons are welded on
the left side of the wreck

3) Parbuckling or rotation

It takes a couple of
days as movement is
constantly monitored

4) Refloating

Air inside the caissons
aids the ship to float

2,103,565,517

Tugboats tow the wreck of Costa
Concordia towards Genoa’s harbour:
the operation to right and remove the
wreck for disposal has become the
largest single marine loss in history

Before Costa Concordia, nobody anticipated costs
for the removal of a wreck would ever exceed $1bn
Munich Re

1) Holdback system and stabilisation

2) Underwater support

Source: International Group
Figures correct as at Feb 20, 2013

Dieter Berg

Graphic: Costa Concordia removal method

anticipated costs for the removal of
a wreck would ever exceed $1bn
but as a result of the increasing
complexity of wreck removal and
salvage operations, the P&I industry has seen an alarming rise in
costs in recent years. This trend
has clearly been confirmed since
the grounding of container vessel
MV Rena off the coast of New Zealand in 2011.
According to a survey by the
International Salvage Union, the
cost of salvaging and removing
wrecks increased fivefold between
2005 and 2012, while the number of
incidents declined.
Escalating costs
Of course the size of the ships
plays a major role in this development. Ocean-going vessels have
evolved immensely, becoming
larger all the time. While the first
generation of containerships
accommodated up to 800 standard
containers, the most modern
vessels can carry some 18,400
TEU – more than 20 times as
many containers.

Cruise lines are constantly pushing the boundaries to attract tourists to their ships. In the early
1990s, the largest ocean liners were
on average 70,000 gross tonnes and
measured roughly 270 m in length,
carrying around 2,500 passengers
and 900 crew. Here too, vessel
sizes have tripled in terms of their
capacity in gross register tonnes,
with Oasis of the Seas leading the
field at 225,282 gt and an overall
length of 362 m, with around 5,500
passengers and more than 2,000
crew on board.
The economic advantages of
large passenger ships or freighters
may be unbeatable, but when distressed or following an accident,
these vessels often prove a major
headache for rescue and recovery
teams. Heavy equipment, such as
barges, floating cranes and special
ships to pump out the oil, is needed
to salvage or remove a wreck
several hundred metres long and
correspondingly
cumbersome.
Just the rental costs for the gigantic
floating cranes needed to salvage
the cargo from large container

© 2014 Antonio Calanni/AP

As a result of the
increasing complexity
of wreck-removal and
salvage operations, the
P&I industry has seen
an alarming rise in costs
in recent years

ships can quickly run into millions
of dollars.
Not uncommonly, floating
cranes with the required hoisting
capacity are not available near the
scene of the accident. Such cranes
could possibly be booked on a
long-term basis from offshore
companies or purchased out of
existing contracts. However, transportation to the scene of the accident can take weeks or even
months. This drives up the salvage
costs, as the bill rises with each
transfer day that passes.
Government intervention
But the most important cost drivers
of wreck-removal expenditure in
the recent past have been government and other authority interventions. In keeping with society’s
greater general awareness of environmental issues, authorities will
today
understandably
insist
wrecks be removed with as little
impact on the surrounding area as
possible, a process that is usually
more difficult and therefore takes
considerably longer. However, we

are increasingly seeing cases in
which the local authorities – under
political pressure and the spotlight
of public scrutiny – order measures
to be taken that hamper efficient
wreck removal. Although there are
certainly also cases in which the
authorities strive for a pragmatic
solution and push for rapid
removal of the wreck, globally
speaking these are the exception
rather than the rule.
More often than not, the decisions are politically motivated and
lack proportionality. Economic
analyses of the costs and benefits
are no longer performed. In fact,
the exceptionally large liability
insurance cover of $3bn might
trigger expectations in the
relevant stakeholders, resulting in
operational requirements that
are disproportionate to the benefits achieved.
The fundamental question is
whether these almost incalculable
and soaring costs can continue to
be insured with such exorbitant
limits. Escalating wreck-removal
costs have been on our radar as a

distinct risk of change for some
time now. Over the past year, we
have made specific proposals concerning their future insurability to
the marine markets, both with
regard to the structure of reinsurance and the P&I insurers’ procedure towards coastal states.
Wreck-removal costs must
remain insurable in the future;
but we need a balance between
the interests of the primary
insurers, reinsurers and shipowners, and a high level of transparency between the parties.
Every wreck can be salvaged in
theory, but not every salvage
operation and not every salvage
technique is economically viable.
Costs and benefits must always
be weighed up and the coastal
state, shipowner and its P&I
insurer must ensure adherence
to the principle of proportionality – provided, of course, the salvage operation is ecologically
compatible. n
Dieter Berg is senior executive
manager, marine at Munich Re

Source: theparbucklingproject.com

The remains of MV Rena off
Astrolabe Beach, New
Zealand: Rena and Costa
Concordia are part of a trend
of spiralling P&I costs
Maritime New Zealand
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DRESS DOWN FRIDAY
Community
Lloyd’s
branch of
RBL to take
part in WWI
remembrance
bike ride
Members of the Lloyd’s branch of
the Royal British Legion (RBL) will
take place in a bike ride to remember the first shots fired in the First
World War 100 years ago, writes
Alexis Burris.
The ride will take place on August
18 and will cover 260 miles from the
City of London to Mons, Belgium.
Participants will be raising money
for the RBL and honouring those
who died in the war.
The team had raised more than
£4,600 ($7,672) as of August 14 and
are seeking donations through
their Just Giving page: www.justgiving.com/royal-british-legion. n

260

Miles the
bike ride
will cover

Credit Suisse
promotes
financial
literacy for
young women
The Credit Suisse Global Education Initiative has announced it
will be partnering with organisations Aflatoun and Plan International to promote financial
literacy in girls and young
women, writes Alexis Burris.
The partnership will help fund
programmes to educate on the
importance of achieving financial
stability through saving.
Credit Suisse’s Global Education
Initiative was founded in 2008 and
supports selected international
development organisations to
improve the education opportunities for thousands of school-age
children and young people
through locally relevant programmes across the regions in
which Credit Suisse operates.n

Industry
professionals tee
off for Insurance
Charity Golf Day
Alexis Burris
Reporter

T

he 25th annual Insurance Charity Golf Day
brought 120 players
from across the insurance market to raise money for
Cancer Research UK. The event
was held at the iconic Stoke-byNayland Golf Resort by City of London Friends’ of Cancer Research
UK and partnered by insurance
software firm Total Objects.
The event has raised more than
£250,000 ($417,067) for the charity
over the past quarter of a century.
This year’s event included 120 players from the insurance market who
competed for the individual and
team prizes.
In this year’s event on August 8,

Lloyd’s Broker Cooper Gay once
again claimed the team award,
for a third consecutive year, with
an aggregate score of 54.7 and
David Brooke-Durrant from JLT
Towers Re was the first recipient
of the Kevin Collins Memorial
Trophy scoring 40 points in the
Stableford Challenge.
As part of the 25th anniversary,
the event concluded with performances from the Twister Aerobatic
team. This year’s event made fundraising more accessible to those not
participating in the tournament
events by introducing the “Total
Objects Just Giving Giveaway”
whereby a minimum £10 donation
ensures entry into a prize draw,
with prizes including a ski holiday
to Austria and an executive box for
a Premier League match.
Those interested in entering
can do so at www.justgiving.com/
TotalObjectsCharityGolfDay/. n

Who are you and what do you do?
I am Nick Stammers. I co-founded
and run CMC Insurance, which
delivers complex programmes in
regulatory, risk and finance data for
the global insurance/reinsurance
market. I am responsible for strategic and commercial development,
which includes evolving and promoting our business and services
with internal and external stakeholders, both existing and new.
How did you end up in your
current role?
My partners have a very successful
business delivering regulatory and
risk data programmes into investment banks.
Over lunch one day, we started
discussing the applicability of
such services to the insurance/
reinsurance market and agreed
there was a growing demand for
genuine specialists in risk and regulatory data. I had spent several
years with an insurance services
provider and felt the time was right
to set up a new venture, which we
duly did.

Power behind

Nick Stammers
Co-founder and
commercial director,
CMC Insurance

What has been the most
memorable moment of your
time in the industry?
I have to say opening the shop
doors for CMC Insurance. A tremendous amount of time, work
and planning goes into starting a
new business and the moment it
switches from concept to reality is
hugely exciting. The launch
attracted significant interest and, if
I am allowed to be a little vain, it
was incredibly satisfying to see the
company’s name in the insurance
papers – including on the front
page of Insurance Day.
What is the worst job you have
ever had?
Stacking shelves at a supermarket
wasn’t a great deal of fun. Starting
at 6 am didn’t sit particularly well
with a lazy student who would
normally be contemplating at least
another six hours in bed.
What is the best deal you
have done?
It may sound obvious, but the deal
to make CMC Insurance happen. To
get to the point where we had a
structure and agreement all of the
stakeholders were happy with was
extremely rewarding on both a
personal and professional level.
Who has had the biggest
influence on your career?
I wouldn’t say there has been any
one person. A combination of
family and friends, backing me to

trust my instincts, a couple of
chief executives who have given
me opportunities and guidance as
well as colleagues who have supported me.
If you could change one thing
about the industry, what would
it be?
An ability to make much faster
(informed) decisions. While you
would expect a supplier to say
this, I believe it is applicable at
both an organisational and industry level.
We often hear about and discuss industry issues such as regulation, technology and talent and
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“I’m off to Lot et Garonne in
south-west France next week
and looking forward to it”

yet it takes an inordinate amount
of time to address them, if at all.
If you did not work in the
industry, what job would you
like to do?
Professional tennis player. That
said, as I get older the job of cricket
pundit is pretty appealing – following the sun all year round with
other ex-players and engaging in a
couple of hours of banter on the airwaves every other week.
What do you see as the biggest
challenge facing the industry?
Regulation is a huge challenge.
While most are agreed the regulators are doing a vital job, the
number of regulators and volume
of regulations put huge pressure on
the industry. Combine this with the
vast quantities of data insurers
capture, consume, analyse and
need to use effectively to satisfy
the regulators and there is a real
danger the two will become unmanageable. Regulation and data
should be seen as a “business as

What is your
favourite...
Sport/sporting team? Sport: tennis.
Team: England cricket team.
Car? AC Cobra 427 (Mark III).
Meal? I’m married toa Spaniard,so Ihave
tosay tapas(proper Spanish tapas,that is).
Book? Open, Andre Agassi. A startlingly
honest and well-written sports
autobiography.
Film? Star Wars.
Music? I’ve recently discovered The
War on Drugs.
Holiday destination? South of France.

usual” activity, not become a cottage industry and a distraction
from the core business.
How do you let your hair down?
Playing sport, mainly tennis these
days, when time allows, though I’m
oftenfollowingthesportingendeavours of my nine-year-old son.
If you could be anywhere in the
world right now, where would
you be?
I’m off to Lot et Garonne in southwest France next week and looking
forward to it.
What life lesson would you pass
on to others?
You create your own opportunities
in life; it is up to you to make the
most of them.
Where do you want to be in 10
years’ time?
I would like CMC Insurance to have
maximiseditspotentialandbehelping the market address the challenges it will be facing in 2024.n
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Are you benefiting from digital?
Web visits up by 70%
year-on-year
Web users up by 86%
year-on-year
Web pageviews up by 61%
year-on-year
Increased discoverability rankings
across all search engines

2,800+ group members
Insurance Day’s LinkedIn group
engagement on top weekly
13,000+ followers
stories has generated a 10%
average click through rate on Insurance Day’s Twitter group
has reached an all-time high
delivered campaigns
with 13,000+ followers

70%
86%
61%

